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About This Content

The SE&CR was not unique in employing guard’s observatories, known as "Birdcages". The SE&CR are probably the most well-
known stock employing them. The SE&CR earlier shorter "Birdcages", the 50ft and 54ft sets had been well received, so the
decision was made to build 60ft coaches to increase capacity. Designed by H.S. Wainwright, the Locomotive, Carriage and
Wagon Superintendent of the SE&CR. At the time in 1912 these were the longest coaches running in the south of England.

Renowned for their excellent riding qualities, they soon became popular with commuters. Sixty two 3 car sets were built, but
after the first 30, a design change was made to the centre carriage saloon to replace one of the large windows with one smaller

fixed window, and one droplight, to improve ventilation in the smoking saloon.

 After nationalisation a handful of sets were converted to push-pull operation and lost their birdcages in the process. The C
"Birdcages" lasted until the late 1950's in BR service before withdrawal from passenger service.

The SECR 60FT Birdcage SR Green for TS Marketplace includes the following coach types:

Brake Third

Brake Composite

Composite Lavatory (Type 1)
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Composite Lavatory (Type 2)
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I've only played this game for a few missions but I'd like to provide a review as a Mac user.

This game has a lot of audio stuttering. I'm running it on a standard 2014 macbook pro running OS X 10.9.5. That's pretty much
it. Graphics are fine, controls are fine. CMD+F transitions from windowed to full screen mode easily, even if the game freezes.
The only time I have a consistent error is when exiting game from the save screen, this returns you to the start up menu but, on
my computer at least, the windows of this screen get all wonky and the best way to exit is just to hit CMD+F and close the game
from outside.

Having mentioned all that, the game runs very well. It's fun. The story and acting are interesting and well done for the era. If you
grew up playing games like this, but never tried this one, I can recommend it with a clear conscience. I personally really enjoyed
games like Wing Commander, Descent, Terminal Velocity, and Mech Warrior, and this game seems like a bit of a forgotten
gem from the era of real 3D action on CD-ROM featuring an amazing 255 color palette. Maybe you didn't even play these
games using a mouse.

Anyway, its a bit wonky but very playable.. I was looking for a game that reminded me of this game I played back in the 90's
called Close combat. I found this game and purchased it. The gameplay is pretty close to close combat, but differs somewhat
than cc. Obvious reasons are they cover different wars. Also, you don't get to pick and choose which units you want to use and
deploy for upcoming battles like in cc.

But, this is a very fun game, if you have the time to plan out all your attacks and how to use your artillery.. Wow this game!
Back when I was a kid I loved this game so much.
I had never seen a point-and-click game before and this was a whole new way of playing. It was very challenging aswell!
Just bought it now because of the nostalgic trip it would have given me.

Too bad it wont even start on my Windows 10 x64.

Please Steam you are like a grocery store whos selling blue uneatable bananas for full price 10 years after the banana grew in its
tree. Yes that is my best comparison.

And please get rid of this♥♥♥♥♥♥
(You need to have used this product for at least 5 minutes before posting a review for it (1 minutes on record).. The DLC isn't
and the best for it's price,but it can give you an early head start.. The game play is realy bad. bugged to hell, wasted my money,
again!
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Relaxing.... Keeps crashing. I have Win 7 64-bit. Game launcher crashes. I have to start the game from the game directory.
Game crashes after winning a map so I can't get past second battle. Uninstalling it as I write this.. black screen gameplay was on
point, and good music btw 10/10. This game is beautiful and a lot of fun. If this game got a VR mode i would probably live in
it!
PLEASE GIVE US A VR PATCH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Super fun especially if your fans of TRON
. It's not a bad game, but it's brutal as hell. At the same time, the charm of Fate of the World lies in witnessing how badly you
can accidently ♥♥♥♥ the whole world, such as causing a financial crisis due to over developing commerce and watching as
North America falls into anarchy. This requiring you to spend more money on security there, in lieu of funding endangered
species protection, and boom! Panda's go extinct in China and East Asia. Check gameplay footage BEFORE you buy it. I
recommend looking for Quill18 on Youtube.. Tried too many times to make this work in LAN multiplayer. Doesn't work.
Shouldn't be hard as ALL my other Steam games work perfectly, but this one just doesn't let us join each other's session, even
with the integrated STEAM invite. I stopped trying, my buddies stopped trying.. I hecking love it. The fact that I can make
Megalovania play with the press of a button is amazing.. Really fun with friends. Reminded me of Castle Crashers.
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